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ABSTRACT
This report concludes a multiphase program to demonstrate the utility of
remote sensing data analysis to water quality monitoring. Thin phase demonstrates
that data analysis and image processing techniques can be applied to I.sndsat
remote sensing data to produce an effective operational tool for lake water
duality surveying and monitoring. The major findings of this report are:
(1) Digital image processing and analysis techniques have been designed,
developed, tested and applied to lAndsat Mult• ispectral Scanner (MSS)
data and conventional surface acquired data. Utilization of these
techniques can facilitate the surveying and monitoring of large numbers
of lakes in an operational manner.
(2) Supervised multispectral classification, when used in conjunction with
surface acquired water quality indicators, can be used to characterize
water body trophic status.
(3) Unsupervisel multispectral classification, when interpreted by lake
scientists ko;jiliar with a specific water body, can yield classifica-
tions of equal valiclity with supervised methods and in a more cost-
effective manner.
(4) Image data vase technology can be used to great advantage in character-
izing other contributing effects to water quality. These effects
include drainage basin configuration, terrain slope, soil., precipitation
and land cover characteristics.
r
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INTRODUCTION
This publleation presents the results of the final work completed through the
joint f ffortt; of JVL's Image Processing Laboratory (IPQ and U.S. Environmental
Projection Agency, Las Vegas (1-',PAIV) on the Lake Classification Task. The report
has been divided Into two major sections.
Section Is entitled Significant Technology, presents brief descriptions of
four digital image processing software programs LOCe_M!t LAKE	 , TORLTS	 ' ,
STATS2, and IBIS). LAKELOC t STORET and STATS2 were developed specifically for
use by the lake classification projects. The IBIS system was developed originally
for land use planning activities but subsequently successfully applied to the lake
classification effort. These four systems formed the technieal core through
which all Landsat data and much control sensed data were analyzed.
Section It, entitled Technology Applications, presents detailed discussions
of three major lake classification studies which were conducted between 1977 and
1979. fhe studies are presented separately in chronological order beginning with
the Lake Mead Intensive Area Study. This study was designed as a demonstration of
the application of Landsat data to water quality monitoring of a single, large
water body. MUILispOetral classification was performed and the results compared
with conventionally acquired contact-sensed measurements gathered on corresponding
Landsat flyover datef-. The Like Tahoe Study was conducted as a demonstration of
the application of IBIS co a water quality monitoring situation. A data base was
con6itructed consisting of data elements from Landsat, digital terrain data and
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency statistics. Data base manipulation and some pre-
liminary modelling was performed for demonstration purposes. The third study,
involving lakes in Montana, Utah and Michigan, was the final. phase of the Lake
Classification Project designed as a demonstration of computer program capabilities.
Multispectral classification was performed on some lakes selected for this study.
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Tfai^e Holtware systems were designed ►4peeifivally to handle the task of lake
ClaHVIfiCiltion. LAKI-.'I,O(; and Its assoc fated follow-on programs IARINA and STATITS
were developed to aid the analyst with identification and isolation of lakes
selected for st •-, dy. Either lAindrat or digital aircraft imagery could be used as
input to TAKE1,00. The two follow-on programs could 
be used to extract Information
for each lake of interest from each spectral band and present this information lit
the form of as eowpuLer listing.
The STORET system was designed to present contact-sensed water quality mea-
s,urements lit the form of scatter diagrams. The information source for this
program was data from the National Eut roph teat, ion Survey.
The computer program STAX82 was developed to be used interactively to locate,
and identify sample site locations on lakes selected for study. Multispectral In-
format ion pert	 ngaini , to each sample site could be printed out. in addition, super-
vised c lass if leation could also be performed using SUM') by using	 site,
statistics as input to an automatic classifier.
The IBIS system was developed at JP1, originally for Land use studies requiring
the development of information data bases to bu consLrucLed from varied sources.
IBIS was used tit the, lake e, lass if i,.-at ioa project to build a data base composed of
information from sources 6uch as Tandsat, Dofonse. Mapping Ageney digital terrain
data and maps, provided by Lhe Tahoe Regional Planning Agency.
A.	 LAKELOC,
As described in previous project reports (Refs. 1-1, 2, 3, 4), lake isolation
performed at the IPL relied solely upon batch processing techniques. Analysts
used only the IR2 band from Landsat imagery to de-fine water by examining hiaLogram,,i
and setting an average threshold (Ref. !-5). This method, while fairly accurate.
for defining water boundaries and aiding the lake extraction process, was inherent-
ly slow. The analyst was required to wait for procei.48ing of hardeopy photo
produt., ts before continuing with each phase of lake extraction. In addition, small
lakes were extremely difficult to separate, especially if these lakes were directly
s8ociaLed With river systems or closely situated to oth or water bodies.
To streamline and Imereatie tho accuracy of lake extraction, analysts associ-
ated with this project develop ,ed an interactive system of lake isolation. The
system consisted of three interactive programs wlVich reduced the time needed to
locate and isolate a lake, inorvased the accuracy and sensitivity of the water
deteeLiofl scheme and output a statistical and surface area listing for each lake
to be surveyed. Th(^ system was c,.alled LAHELOC. The following section describes
the h ►rdware configuration, program operation, water detection algorithm and
hardcopy output associated with the LAKELOG system.
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1. Hardware
The host computer is currently an IBM 310/158. The display controller
used io a Kamtek G10UB, a versatile video oisplay device that can be used to dis-
play gray level images and graphics data. The Ramtek is a solid state refresh
memory system with a display format of 512 lines by 640 elements. Readback from
the refresh memory is available under software control. It is possible to display
6-bit gray level images along with two graphics planes, and the user may selective-
ly write or erase the displays point by point. Manipulation o; the graphics data
can be accomplished with the aid of a trackball cursor. Figure I-1 illustrates
the configuration of the interactive hardware as it is arranged for the operati ;I
of the LAKELOC program.	 A
2. Operation of LAKELOC
For the purposes of illustrat"on, we will follow the operation of LAKELOC
as it would be applied to a scene in southern Illinois. Although any number of
lakes could be extracted fr^m a scene., we will limit the operation to one lake,
in this case, Crab Orchard Lake.
for a given digital data scene, such as Landsat, the user may selectively
display 512 r 640 elente nt,
 esubaCrKS until he locates the water body of interest.
Automatic linear contrast stretching of the displayed scene can be performed
during this operation to aid in the location of the lake.
Once a lake has been located, the trackball cursor is then set on the desired
lake and a default 50 x SO element box is drawn on the graphics plane about the
cursor position. Figure I-2 illustrates the default box drawn about the cursor
position on Crab Orchard Lake. Since only the area within the box will be acted
on by the watet detector, the user must correct the size and position of the box
relative to the lake so that the lake is contained within the box boundaries. The
size in changed by a simple command to the program, which allows the manipulation
of the trackball cursor to control the box dimensions. The position of the box
is also controlled In the same manner by the trackball. An automatic mode can
also be used in which the user places the cursor on the lake of interest and gives
the command "window". A box is automatically drawn about the lake boundaries
with no need for trackball manipulation. If a lake encompasses a major portion of
the video display, a command can also be given to the program to "window" the en-
tire screen in an automatic mode. This allows the user to forego manipulation of
the cursor if the entire screen dimension is desired. Figute I-3 illustrates
Crab Orchard Lake completely enclosed by the box after manipulation by the cursor.
Once the box has been satisfactor y positioned about the lake boundaries the
water detector can be used to isolate tite ^ dter body in a binary form. (it
detailed description of the water detector follows in the section entitled "Water
Detection Algorithm".) In the binary form, the water bodies appear as white and
non-water features as black. The user can also magnify the ar.,a within the box
boundaries by issuing a "zoom" command with the appropriate magnification factor.
Figure I-2. Crab Orchard Lake with default 50 x 50
element box
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Figure 1-3.	 Crab Orchard I..tkv with correctly
sired and po-,itioned box
the .:oom command Ililt-, red isplavv .t magniI it-it picture tut the boxed area only,
direr(l y over llc existing image.	 Al II..' coneI its ion tit the editing sk'ssit)" the
magniI ied image ,s erased Ir.lm the FcCecn, leaving the original image.	 this
Allowslo s t ht • tist'r Lt . rant inue un Int errupt ed with other lakes contained in the ex-
isting scene.
`l.q;nitication tit the image allows the titter to cast Iv determine the exact
homitiat"ius of the lakt' as opposed to all y t • xtranvotis water inforinot ion whirl( may
,I r;o he d i si, l.tvt'd ill 	 he >;t env.	 The t ask of ed i t ing out ext raneows 1, ixe Is ha.
been in t he past the most t ilne-consitining rho "e ill 	 water analysis project .
Aidt-d onl y int retluent l y b y a map, the utter had to deride what roast it ut ed the
1—undar ics ill t he lake ill <Ittest ion.	 1 1 reviousiv the tlser rei it'd on pixt-1 l ist ings
Intl I,.lrtlrop y photogr.tltII., t o locate t t ►e lake boltndar ier;.	 lit 	 case of a large
I.tke, one was of ten h.Impered b y cumhertiome pixel 1 ist ings wh it , lI had to he r:tre-
Iull y pieced together to recreate a lake image. With LAKELOC, the magnitiration
tatt0C in Conjunction With the easily manipulated trackball allowed the utter to
pertorm t he edit ing task ill 	 nt.ttter of minute-: as opposed to a dltrat ion tit
several da y s.	 Figure 1-4 illlttitrates Crab Orchard Iake tit 	 tormat. The
detached white .treats rep, st-lit 	 XtC:tllettUti w.ttt'r illtt t rmat itltt which is not associated
with t he lake.
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AFigure 1-4.	 Crab Orch.ird I.tke in hinar y torn with magnit icat ion factor
of 2, het art- ,d i t inK of extraneous water features
' tilt , t-	 I of wa[er hodtes not. assili'iatt'd with [lie lake Lit interest Call be
Ile rIoiiii'd in three ways.	 In [ht- t irst method the trackball -controlit-'i cursor is
set	 oil the areas to 1• t- removed. The default size of the area re-
moved is one pixel; however, tilt , user ca l l specify the number of surrounding pixels
to be removed tilt- each erast, operation. This method is most usetul when working
lit
	
proximity to the boundaries of the lake ill interest. when it is most
0111WI - . it iVe Ilklt to remove too large it 	 ion , i t pixels.	 1"liv second method is
aced for ;enloving closely spaced extraneous pixels which are nut in close prox-
imit y to the lake.	 Phis method utilizes cont inuous erasures as the trackball
cursor is moved across l i lt' screen.	 The size of the area .'bout the cursor position
to bt, erase(t can also be cout rill led b y the user in this mode.	 file third method
allows the user to place tilt- cursor on the like of interest and isolate it auto-
mat icaI l\'.	 flit- user must 1 irst , it necessary. "detach" thu lake from an y other
water bodies b y one of tilt- two previous Methods. A command is then entered which
quickly erases all water intorma[ion contained within the boxed area except for
the lake oil the cursor is situated. Figure 1-5 depicts Crab Orchard lake
st ill in hinar y tot-mitt after al l extraneous intornuttiun has been removed during
t he edit inK ph. ► se.
llnce t he user' is fiat ist it'd t hat he has isolated the lake of interest, he then
assigns t he lake a nano' and commands the program to save t he binary image of t he
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Figure 1-5. Crab Orchard lake in final edited form
Lake on a disk data set. The lake's position in the disk data set is exactly
the same as it is in the original landsat scene. LAKELOC returns to the user the
exact position and size of the extracted lake image as it appears on the disk
data set, and a parameter data set is also created which contains this positional
information. This intormation is necessary to the operation of the follow-on
programs for I.AKEWC. At this t ime the user is able to cont inue: processing any
numher of lakes or, if f inistied, he can fetch the follow-on programs which will
process the statistical data.
3.	 Follow-on Programs
The output from I.AKELOC consist!, of a binary mask disk data set con-
taining the extracted lakes and a parameter data set containing the positional
information and lake names. The output size of the binary disk data set is
exactly the same as the size of the original landsat image used as input to
I.tkeloc.	 In the next step, the binar y data set is used by the program FARINA to
make out of each corresponding spectral channel in the original 1.andsat frame
each water teature which has been processed through LAKEI.0C. The output is four
data sets containing the original DN values for each lake in cacti of the spectral
hands. This output can in turn he used as input to the program STATUS and as in-
I'ut tO f0llow -011
 MSS cl,issif teat ion programs.
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STATUS, utilizing the parameter data set from LAM M(' or punched parameter
cards, produces a statistical analysis in the form of a hardeopy printer listing of
lakt- statistics in :111 four spectral ^hannels. The lakes are listed by name and
ranked according to al. c1 . Two tables are printed, the first consisting of lake
statistics such as pixel count, surface area calculations and shoreline I.,rimeter
calculations. The second table lists lake MSS statistics, such as the me-an UN
level for each lake III
	
:spectral channel and the corresponding standard
deviations.	 Figure 1-6 is a reproduction of the lake statistics table, including
the statistics for Crab Orchard lake among other lakes processed from the same
l.andsat frame. Figure 1-7 reproduces the lake MSS statistics for the same lakes
listed in Figure 1-6.
w• L-0 STATISTICS ••-
LAKE MAMI ••	 •• 701 41, 0118LS ••	 •• S1,l9p 6c6 AREA -	 •• SMO ELIN6 "
IOUAeo roil &call M6c7A1lS r2/7 •111061
9 1NCKNEVVILLE
	 9 9 19 40644111.0 91.3 11,0 11690.1 1990.8
WWIIiN 96 14 10911".0 111.0 41,4 11179.6 112977.0
r6SMN3114 CO
	 Ill I01 7095561.0 162.9 61.0 11260.7 9127.0
.18VILS	 KIT(M	 120 1)e 2.0244411.0 914.9 446.9 84010.1 2.609.1
LITl	 44ASS V	It o 141 11682281.41 869.1 :90.1 401702.1 2.19711.6
CIO"	 19 611♦ 96900099.0 1112.2 41.2 161456.4 49209.9
t67 ► 1	 1St lilt 772244569.0 1/r2.8 1t1.4 140198.9 TIt90.9
KIMAID 4C 1261 $121216).11 200).1 ILC.9 21911'..2 73064.4
C1A8 04cd640 I2/ 40,11 271.1600 J.0 61.8.6 2' 77.) S62000.6 110771.1
4140 29 10840 73"469".0 189Lt.2 61".1 541710.1 IT1909.1
Figure 1-6. lake statistics table listing dimension calculations
••• LAKE 4SS STATISTIC*. ••-
•• LAKE	 NAME	 •• •• MEAN	 •. • •• STANOAIO 01VIATION •-
f.17fM RED 11t 11J •	 01-eM RED 101 102
I'INLKw V VILL2	 S9 0.01 25.71 21.11 Lt. 16 •	 2.79 :.29 9.88 6.69
Du0u01N 96 15.04 18.28 14.21 9.88 •	 2.)) 2.03 1.42 6.44
•ASMw47 41 	C,I	 127 40.47 21,79 29.19 11.42 •	 1.91 8.51 0.98 7.81
DEVILS	 n I'7M	 11 4 11.12 14.12 17.78 9.19 •	 1.1`8 t.86 6.40 7.89
L ITL	 61 &I S y	 ll 9 14.01 40.60 18.50 5.08 •	 2.94 2.11 6,1,4 7.08
C100	 19 14,8• 10. L9 IT. *0 11.16 •	 2.91 1.0c 6.74 7,94
I GYP  412 18.17 22.81 10.04 10.92 •	 1.48 1.14 7,81 5,10
K 1 MA I O 40 ".89 16.14 17.46 9.68 •	 1.00 1.65 7. 10 7.77
0168 OIIC-MI
	121 16.64 .11.69 20.62 4.1) •	 1.11 3.47 6.17 6.4.1
1eu0 29 W.SO ,16.71 15.67 7.01 •	 9.46 6.91 1.45 6.41
Figure 1-7. Like statistics table: listing MSS means and
standard deviations
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4.	 Water Detection Algorithm
In the part, the detectior of pixels whose instantaneous field of view (1FOV)
is that of water was accomplished by thresholding l.andsat's infrared band 7 (0.8 -
1.i). The low reflectance of water in 0,is spectral range conveniently produced
a bimodal distribution of DN's: one peak for water, another peak for nun-water.
This technique was accurate except in the cane where the 1FOV of the scanner was
viewing a combination of water and non-water areas such as at the shoreline of a
lake. In this situation, the problem became one of trying to estimate the pro-
portion of each material in the IFOV.
Horowitz (Ref. I-6) Work and Gilmer et al. (Ref. 1-7) have investigated the
proportion estimation problem and have encouraging results. Work and Gilmer have
estimated the pruport ions of water, bare soils and green vegetation using landsat
bands 5 and 7. This technique requires an estinutte of the spectral signature for
pure water, pure bare soil, and pure vegetation. While the spectral signature of
water is fairly easy to estimate, that for soil an(t vegetation becomes more
difficult. The many variables involved, Such as different soil types, vegetation
cover types and thickness of the vegetative cover cause considerable error when
estimation is attempted by a completely automatic processor.
An alternate approach, and the one chosen to implement in the LAKFLOC system,
considers the mixture classes to be only water and nun-water. Bands 5 and 7 are
used in the detection process, as it was found that bands 4 and 6 offer little in
add it funal 1ntortntt ion.	 The cst im: ► t ion of the spectral signature for water and
11011-W.1ter is made over a region within and immediately surrounding; the water body.
The spectral signatures (mean DN values)
cedure. 1•irst the _'-dimensional space (band
regions in which the populations of water and
mean is then recomputed for those UN's which
initial mean. This process is continued unti
each region.
were estimated by an iterative pro-
vs. band 7) is parLitioned into two
nun-«ater typically cluster and the
all within a neighborhood of the
a cunverg;ent mean has been found for
The proportion estimation implemented uses a technique proposed by PlcCluy
(Ref. 1-8).	 In Figure 1-8, W is the mean for water. U is the mean for nun-water
.utd i' is Lite DN fur an); g ivrn pixel. 	 I 	 is the hrujectiun of 1' unto the line
seg;nu • nt WU.	 If' /WU/ is the length  of the I ink' segment WU and /Wl" / is the length
Oil line segment WP", then the proportion c timate q for water is:
1 -
/Will/
q	 /WLI/
where 0 a q -. I.
	 If l" does not fall. between W and L t , it is given the position
of the closest point W or U. A decision threshold is set for q at which the
pixel is defined to be water or non-water.
B.	 STORET
The STORET work was begun by JP1. in late 1978 and left uncompleted due to
termination of the project. The work was attempting to develop experimental
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BAND 5
Figure 1-8. Geometric interpretation of water
detect ion algorithm
models that could relate remotel y sensed molt iFpectral data to actual water
quality measurements.
EPA produced for JPL a set of STORET data that contained the : wmical com-
position of water samples along with Svcchi depths and turbidit y measures for
many of the fresh water likes in the 11,S. for the years 1973, 1974 and 1975.
Most sample sites had samples taken during sumver, fall and springy; months.
Computer software was developed that would allow the anal y st to extract from the
SFORE1 tiles specit is water quality measurements for a given year and season.
Due to the high volume of data, an analyst would typicall y pick some subset of
the 21 possible water quality measures for analysis.
In order to find relationships between remotely sensed data and water quality
measurements, some basic software Wols had to be developed. A data format
structure was defined that would allow both water quality measures and remotely
sensed data to he stored concurrentl y in one data file. Lach measure was con-
nidered as a separate vartate. The name of each variate was stored in a header
record for the tile.	 This scheme allows much flexibility in both the data format
and the software that manipulates the data.
1.	 Basic Sol t wire
Some basic software developed for analysis of this multivariate data is
now described.
(1) Plots. A program that could plot, on CRT graphics plane, scattergrams
of Selected pairs of variates.	 For example, chloroph y l-A might be
plotted against total organic nitrogen; Secchi depth vs l.andsat MSS-5,
etc. These plots could be made in linear or log domain, with manual
or automatic scaling of axes. A linear regression line could also he
plotted along with the correlation coefficient of the plotted points.
Provisions existed for easil y producing hard copy prints of scatter-
grams after they were plotted on the CRT (see Figures 1 -9, 10, 11, 12).
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Figure I-9. A scat t
_ergram of the log of total organic nitrogen (TON)
on the X-axis versus the log of chlorophyll a (CNLFA) on
the Y-axis. Data is from STORF.T for the summer of 1973.
The correlation coefficient is also given
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(2) ThreshoIding. It was often desirable to disregard samples which had it
certain variate above or below some threshold value. Since turbid water
has greatly different reflectance characteristics than nonturbid water,
it was common practice to discard th03e samples with turbidity above
some level.
(3) Normalization. Most water quality measures are in different units, e.g.,
mg/1, meters, etc.; correlation between them is difficult to ascertain.
Normalization of each variate based upon its mean value and standard
deviation allowed relationships between variates to be observed more
readily.
(4) Ratioing. In many cases it is the ratio between water quality measures or
	 A
reflectances that is important. A program was developed that allowed new
variateE to be computed that ware arithmetic functions of e).istinx variates.
An example of a useful ratio would be the ratio between total organic ni-
trogen and total phosphoruW.
(5) Principal Component Transformation. Correlation between many variates
could be analyzed by performing a principal component transformation on
selected sets of variates. This technique was also being investigated as
a possible method of removing noise in the multivariate data.
2.	 'Work flan
At the time that the STORET work stopped, JPI. had progressed to a point of
trying to understand the interrelationships of the water quality measurements
themselves. The aforementioned software had just been completed and an analyst
was being trained in its use. The work plan for the future was as follows:
(1) Develop a reliable trophic state index from the water quality measure-
ments. This implies the ability to compute a number whose value
describes the trophic state of the water body from which the sample
was taken. The STOHET data gave us an excellent data base to work from
and it is imagined would allow development of a trophic state index that
could be applied over a larger regional area.
(2) Predict the trophic state index from remotely sensed data. Cnce the
trophic state index was computed, it could be placed into our data base
as ail 	 variate; then the existing software could be used to
correlate multispectral remotely sensed data to the trophic state index.
(3) If the trophic state index could be reliably predicted, the next step
was to predict the water quality measures from the remotely sensed data.
More realistically, ratios or other relationships of the water quality
measures are probably the best that could be done.
C.	 STATS2
During the course of the, water quality task, it was frequently necessary to
compute training area statistics of the moltispectral Imo fiery at precise locations
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u:thin th. •
 scene. These locations were typically those at which F11 A personnel
had taken water samplas during the satellite or aircraft pass.
To tar it state the training area .ocat ton pruceses, an interactive statistical
tts e ining area program was developed called STATS2. With STATS2 ► the analyst was
able to view the scene on a CRT, interactively choose the spectral channel that
gave the hest rendition and cunt rant - enhane e• the scene. Through the use of a
trackball-contrulled cursor, the- analvst could them outline the precise location
for which mullispectral statistics were desired.
	 the pruKram would then compute
the statistic s and save them oil a disk f ilr.
3TATS2 also containect capabilities for editing, updating and merging of
stat in  it's.	 In addition, t ho analyst could perf jrm at " f ir::t -c tit" mult ispectra l
classf! (cat ion so) .ss to decide iiiether or not the training area wa:e well chosen
and would per Iorm we•II in a l,stvr cIas?tificat !un
 procedure.
1 ► .	 IBIS
A ► though the • Image Based Intot• mst.on System (IBIS) was not designed apecif-
ically for the water quality monitoring taesks, one of its ma )or I tit tial applica -
t.ions was dIre • ct I  connected with wit te•r+hvd monitoring In the take TaI it) e h4nin
The IBIS iyst.-m war', originally designed as at t.umputer- batied appruac ►► to the
ancIN nits of K. • ographicaI situat ion% Fuck a!, t hose unsoc fat ed w  th land use plan-
ning ,v tIvILie.s.
1.	 System Description
IBIS is composed of general purpose: and spec is i ized computer programs which
can be • grouped into logical step?; to but Id an infornutt ion data ba:ee. 	 Funct is:Ila I-
I y, IBIS represents a select ion of prograno, which uperate undet the 1I'I,'s VICAR
Image !'rucesstni :iyrste-m.	 The 181.1; system Is raster (image) based.	 Must data
entered In[o th. .i ,, stem are..  it ,. r atster format.	 however, the syt.tew is alseu de •
-sigied to allow inte• gratlon of k,caphical and tabular data as well (Ref. I-13).
IAegical - ► nd mathemar ical interfac.e • s are provi , ie• d in the system to link all
data f ile?s in an IBIS data ba •• -.* supkt st.ructure. Figure: I-13 is a configuration
diagram depictins, the IBIS data base concept. By manipula t Ing the Interfaced,
information can be derived tram simple associations to or comparit.ons between two
or more data t Iles stored in tht • data base. Mort complex p ucedures, such an
polygon overlay and crust+-tabulations can be p4-rfurmvd to acquire other signift-
cat,t data.
The image furm:.i teal data plane is the primary data type ut it ize •1 in IBIS
processing.	 IBIS data planes are obtained directly in image fort., ns from Land-
sat imagery, or the planes can be derived from data compiled by sources such as
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Bureau of the Census and the Defense
Kipping Agency.
A
r^
Most image dicta sets entered into the • data 'tease are derived from l.andsat
other multi g pectral scanner nuurces. Since. Image data planes can be derived
different sources, often no common spatial alignment exists between then. Th
s"Stem thus provities a means u, registering these data secs to obtain a unifi
spat fal surtace:.
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Graphical or vector data can also be entered into the IRIS data hatte. Graph-
ical data, such as those obtained from convent tonal malls, are electronically
digitized on a coordinate digitizer. As with image data, the graphical data files
must he in registry with the primary data base. Geometric corrections ore per-
lormed before the graphical files are transformed i111U image space using a two-
step process. First, a general surface tit is achieved through the use of a
least squares at t file t ransf ormat ion. Then an exact geometr ic correspondence to
t he primary data base is obtained through a "rubber sheeting" procedure. Defor-
mation of the original surt ace is controlled by selection of ttepoints which link
geographical Ieatures i den t it labl t- on lhoth the graphical data t i I o and the
primary data ho tie.
Tubular data can be • entered into IBIS through computer cards or digital tape.
These data are stored in a tabu l ar ttie which is linked to the data base through
at logical interface.
The most important element of t he I111S concept is t he gene. Terence plane.
The georeterenre plane is a oral) - ha•;etl graphical representat ion of areas of
interest, such its drainage basins in a watershed area. The georeterence plane
is construe' :-d i!t the form of a polvgon file which is registered to the primary
data base and used in datta aggregation and mill) gent-ration procedures.
Once the gcoreterence plane is tratnvtortned into image spare, each polygon or
Legion of interest is ident it Led by assigning; at unique data number ON) tc each
reg it'll ..	 Attt-r region ide::t it scat ion, ! he gvL , reterenc^.• plaint- i:; used in lliglter
order I ti lti procedures such as polygon overlay or modeling. Each image plane
is reter-ticed to one or more geureterenre planes. Al  tabular tiles are also
Iinked to at least one georelerence plane. By its unique construction, the IBIS
data bast- provides tilt- user the atbiIity to manipulate data from several sources,
which despite their original disparity, are al I referenced to a couunon tease.
Figure 1-:4 provides a , • onceptualizatIon of the registered dotal Mane format of
tilt ,
 Itilti system.
2.	 App  ir.tt ion of IIiIN to Water Qua  sty Studies
Pia Ior emphasis in pa ;t w-it or quat I it y stud tes conducted ",t t lk: 11 1 1. had been
placed on assessing the viabil ity of Iandsat as a monitoring device. A useabic
system for lake extraction and rlassit ivatIon was developed as a result of these
tasks. However, lake:; were onl y examined through the comparison of certain water
qualit y taeasurenit-nts with multispuctratl scantier data analysis. As a result, nut
much emphasis was placed on locating and det ining any contribut ink; factors, such
as the impact of notl-point source poi lut.ult s t 1 one the stir-oun,l ing land mass.
Possible sources for pollution were stiggested only for the purposes of discussion
III the analysis of c lasait icat ion results.
!n ordt-r to conduct it more comprehensive study which attempted to define the
causes and dynamics of lake pollution using remotely sensed data, the resources
of Itilti were essential. Remotely seu y t-d data, such as landsat imagery, required
.augmentation b y convent iona lly acquired data, such as hand-drawn maps, runoff
me.trurements and precipitation data, it an accurate data hale were to be produced.
Sitllll.lrly, convent ionally acquired data were greatly enhanced when integrated with
spectral intornl.tt ion provided by satellite. The task of Combining these. data,
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however, was enormous unless a system were available which could tie all data
elements to a common base. Rather than viewing a precipitation map side by side
with a l.andsat scene, it was more desirable to examine the map as it appeared
It 
overlayed" on the landsat inuige. This technique could be easily accomplished
using the IBIS resources.
Tremendous amounts of environmental data have been gathered for the water-
sheds of our nation's larger lakes. In the case of the lake Tahoe Basin, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture had conducted an intensive study of the basin's water-
shed in an effort to define controls oil 	 land use. These data provided an
excellent source of material which could be integrated with landsat MSS and digital
topographic data to not only test the ISIS concept but to add it 	 dimension to
Ole water quality management projects.
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SECTION I 
TECIiNOLO(;Y APPLICATIONS
This section details the techniques used and significant results of three
demonstration projects conducted during the period of 1977 through 1979. The
Lake Mead Intensive Area Study was completed in 1978. This study applied
digital image processing techniques to La ndsat data acquired over the lake Mead
area. Multispectral classification was performed and the results were compared
with contact-sensed water quality measurements gathered by EPA personnel.
The lake Tahoe study applied digital image processing techniques of the
ISIS s y stem to build an information data base for the Lake Tahoe watershed area.
Tile data base was used to demonstrate the capabilities of the IBIS aystem and its
applicability to a watershed monitoring situation. landsat based im:.ge y were
created which combined conventional maps with landsat data. Additionally some
preliminary modelling of terrain data was attempted.
The study of selected lakes in Montana, Utah and Michigan was undertaken as
a final demonstration of digital lake isolation and classification techniques
using landsat data. Multispectral classification was performed on some lakes
selected for this study. Results are presented only in terms of digital image
processing products as no analysis has yet been made by EPA personnel,.
A.	 LAKE MEAL) INTENSIVE AREA STUDY
1.	 Purpose of the lake Mead Study
The study of Lake Mead was performed in order to establish the feasibility of
monitoring the trophLc cundition of a water body over a specific period of time.
This project was based upon the application of landsat MSS data and airborne sensor-
acquired data. These remotely sensed data were supported by ground truth measure-
ments gathe.:ed by EPA limnologists. The period of Lanusat coverage for the study
was from .June through September 1976 oil 	 Mead, Nevada.
Trophic classification of lake Mead proved to be most successful when performed
by an unsupervised clustering routine. The re-sults of unsupervised classification
and a comparison with ground truth measurements are presented within this section.
The promising results obtained from the Colorado Lakes Study (Ref. 1-2) .ind the
Illinois Lakes Task (Ref. 1-3) led to the definition of a project in which a single
water body of considerable size would be more closely monitored. The intent of the
project was to apply the shills and techniques which had been developed by the IPL
during prior lake classification investigations to a new and unique situation. In
the past the lakes surveyed had been extremely small, sometimes limited to only 30
pixels in a landsat frame. Much effort had been expended in the development of the
image processing; skills necessary to perform the task of lake identification, extrac-
tion and analysis in a timely manner (Ref. 1-5). The Take Mead Intensive Area Study
offered a test of th. • techniques which had evolved from the previous work. In ad-
dition, the studv was oriented as a temporal investigation in which one relatively
Large lake would be characterized through the correlation of ground truth measure-
ments and landsat MSS analysis, and classified as to butte truphic classes and tur-
bidity levels on a space-t ime basis.
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!.	 The lake Mead Study Area
Like Mead is the largest man-made lake in the United States. it was created
by the interstate impoundment of the Colorado River by Hoover Dam in 1935. Lake
Mead, the reservoit formed by this dam, was completely filled fn by 1941 (Ref.
11-1,2). located in the Mojave Desert, as seen in Fig. II-1, the lake bed con-
sists mainly of sand, silt and clay joined with some expansive areas of soluble
beds of gypsum and rock salt (Ref. 11-2). The multiple use of water from Lake
Mead results in widely fluctuating watei levels, which generally follow a pattern
of slow drawdown from midsummer to the following spring when a rapid rise occurs
(Refs. 11-3, 10. The water is hard, with total dissolved solids of about 800 ppm.
The annual temperature cycle of lake Mead can be classified as warm monomictic.
This is characteristic of lakes of :ie warmer latitudes in which the temperature
of the water never falls below 4°C at avy depth, one circulation occurs each year
in winter and the lake is directly str A fled in summer (Ref. I1-5). The
reservoir provides municipal and industrial water, water fur irrigation, hydro-
electric power and a recreational area visited by over one million people each
year (Ref. I1-6).
Duc• to the proximity of lake Mead to the USEPA's Environmental Monitoring
and Support laboratory at Las Vegas (F.PA/I.V), sampling surveys could be convenient-
ly and cost-effectively conducted. Further, lake Mead was relatively large when
compared with lakes previously studied and meteorulugical conditions of the
Lake Mead area seemed favorable in terms of cloud cover and ice conditions, which
can severely limit the extent of Landsat scene availability. one of the most
important factors determining the selection of Lake Mead was that the reservoir
is situated within the 14% image overlap of the 1.-tndsat sensor scan path. This
allows coverage on suc • essive days, thereby providing not only more images to
select from, but also an opportunity to test the validity of trophic classifica-
tion from one da y to the next.
3.	 SampI ing 1'rocedures
►Following the selection of bike Mead as the study site, the USEPA provided
sampling crew~ to measure water quality parameters on the lake from early .June
through September 1976. Samples were collected by Bell-Huey pontoon-equipped
helicopters, shown in Fig. I1-2, which landed on the water at sampling stations
ranging throughout the reservoir. Care was taken that the sampling crews con-
ducted their surve y s to coincide with the overpass of the Landsat satellites so as
to insure tho validity of the data comparison. Each sample site was identified
and marked oil maps by sighting on prominent land features so that the exact
location could be resampled on the rext Landsat flyover date. Samples were
analyzed after acquisition at the Environmental Monitoring and Support Laboratory
at Las Vegas and data recorded by the STURET system. However, duce to weather
conditions which restricted helicopter use and mechanical problem. with the
helicopters, sampling was severely restricted, as shown in Tal,ie 11-1.
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4. Ittlage Processing Methodology
The 11 1 1. has established it set of standard procedures to be applied to Landsat
imagery before any follow-ou processing is attempted. 	 Figure 11-3 depicts the
processing sequence used on lake Mead imager;. The preprocessing procedures
consist mainly of cosmetic and geometric corrections. 	 lit 	 of cortmeLic pro-
cessing, Iandsat images are t.orrected for MSS line dropouts, such as slipped or
missing ' ines and other obvious visual defects ill 	 MSS imagery.	 In addit iota,
Landsat-1 MSS images have been plagued by a :;tril)inx problem which is the con-
sequence of art imbalance fit 	 sensor detectors.	 It this phenomenon occurs in
.t stlt. • ted image, the trame is preprocessed to reduce the ef f ect of the striping,
also known as sixth-lint banding,.
Geometric corrections are achieved through the routine application of the
VICAR program VERI'SLOG. Data contained in the Ltndsat (,CT's, as supplied by the
ERNS Data Center, are tit 	 tour spectral hand interleaved format which is not
ctimpaf thle with the processing approac,ies established at file 1!'I.. The iPl. soft-
ware program VERTSLOG unravels these interleaved data, producing a separate image
for each spectral band. A history lallei is also produced which supplies the user
with pertinent information about the image, such as latitude, longitude, scene
identification and all y processing histor y .	 T'ht • program also applies geometric
correct, ions to the data, including correct ions for mirror scsn velocity, panorama
correction and re-sampling cat the data to create an approxitttately 80-meter in-
stant:tneous fieid Lit vit a. (!Ft1\'),
5. htgistrat ion of Extracted I..tke Mead Subscenes
Ihte	 to	 Lilt , 	large	 number	 of	 I.tndsat	 images of	 Lake Mead which were to be used
ill
	 study,	 the	 rt-S0tlrct'M	 of	 the	 ll'I.'s library of	 over	 300 documented image
processin ', programs were used	 Lo it in	 the developnu • nt of a more east] v wielded
data	 hasc.	 lilt- decision	 was made	 to ext tart	 subscenes of	 the lake Mead ivtage area
t rom	 each	 11.1111t . 	and	 to	 rtgisttr	 these suhsctnes to one reference image so	 that	 all
pixel
	
coord inatt ,	 would	 be
	 identical t ront	 st t"tt	 to	 scene.
Frame 5471-10542 (August 4), depicted ill 	 11-4, was chosen to serve al
the rtterence image to which :ill other I.tndsat Iramts would be registered. The
t t.unt appeal td to he t rut t rom c load cover and t he entire lake surface was con-
talntd within the se env.	 'I'Ite program P1CRF(. wits used to collect tiepoints which
corrtl.lted the images to he registered. 	 Figure ll-) scht'matical1v represents
t he opt rat ton of this progr. ► Ill.	 I'ICREG is an interactive VICAR appl Icat ions pro-
gr.tm d% • s igned to .t id in the re.^ ist r.it ion of two im.t t;cs.	 i'ICREG wi I 1 displa y two
pictures on a split-scroll v:ovo dir;pla%-, with eat h picture window 512 lines h%-
321 0 samples. The user positions trackball-controlled cursors over identical
It-atures ill 	 image .end enters these t iepoint s b y keying in a predefined char-
acter. Several modes are available to improve the input tiepoint position, and
the user has tLe capability of rtcursoring any bad points or of restarting at any
posit Ion.
Hie correlation mode ill
	
was used, which attempts optimization of a
tiepoint position using two areas of lint-ar dimension 2 h .	 The defvult value N - 5
was used; thus the size of the correlation region was 32 pixels. PICKEG requires
1	 that the user must choose at least five tiepoints.
	
For the purposes of this
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Figure 11-4.	 l andsat frame 5473-16542, August 4, 1976, of the I.iko- M#-.l I `. wl .
area.	 This image has been contrast-enhanced prior to fal%v •,I,vr
production
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LOCATING COMMON FEATURES
Figure II-5. A graphic interpretation of how the various lake Mi-ad images were
registered to each other
project, governed by the size of the subscenes, at least 24 tiepoints were used,
depending upon the amount of lake surface area which was contained in a particular
subscene.
Tiepoints were located on geologic formations for the most part, as these
formations were highly visible and relatively unchanging. The tiepoints were
located within close proximity to the lake shoreline, but not on the actual shore-
line. This procedure alleviated confusion associated with fluctuating water
levels and shadows at the shoreline. The attempt was made to use the same geo-
logic formations from frame to frame, if the formations appeared in the scene and
were not obscured by cloud cover or shadow.
After the tiepoints were located and before the geometric transformation was
performed, I'ICREG was allowed to reorganize the tiepoints through the "fit" option.
The fit parameter allows PICREG to fit a surface, where (x.y) are the reference
picture and (x',y') are the input picture,
PRLCEDING P,1GF BLANK NOT FILMED
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to	 all of	 the	 tiepoints and	 relnterpolate	 new tit-points	 tram thin,	 vxpresalor,	 into
a	 5 x 5 m.It r ix wit Mn	 t he area encomp4sst+d	 by the	 or lginaI ly -.pet, it led	 t lepoint•
oil reterente	 picture.	 At	 thlr,	 point,	 the user	 cottitf	 n1mo check the accuracy
of	 the "tit" and	 either	 tr y 	 .I	 new .tl,proach or accept	 the	 tit its computed.
It thte tit was deemed atceptnblt-, wit It 	 I pixel accuracy, the KeumetIit,
trat:stormttion was then per Iormed.	 }oIIowing tlit- tran y tormat ion , the a(,•uracy
of the rt-Aist rat lust wits cht,, kt,d visu.Ill y by , tt • ,It IIIg it dltturen,'e p, turn using
the retervitce image and t hu t ranstormed imago. 	 Al I .'tf Lrandsat scene-, were reg-
istereu to the control scene using I 1 lCRF 1 '.	 This created a data tart y in which
tht • coordinates for each sample site would be ldent it:al for eat.h Lundsat ima,;,e.
6.	 Sample 31t y IAtcat lull
The NES handled the problem of accurately local In sample t.Itt,,I oil 	 lake's
su ►'tace by sight Ing the lucat tun of the ht,l icopter its sample,. were gathered. 	 The
position was located by sight Ing on promint,nt land or cultural tvatures with the
helicopter compass and :hen calcul.tt Ing its distance from the shout, and/or
t t,at urvs.
	
1AU • at ion.a 1 Jata were t ht,n rut ordt-d In t ht , 1 I t, Id not. or. at,d lit  or t,nt t,red
into the S'I'OkEI systvii along with flit, truphit
	
inditittor ,1.11.1.
Color aerial transparvncIes of l.Ikv Mead, t.Iken .It .tit itudes ranging Irom
13, . 1 00 tvet to 25,9110 1et,t using it ZeIss camer. ► t,gttiplied wit 11 .I 152.4 tnnt lt,ns,
were suppifed b y II'l. to I:1'A/IX.
	
I-TA/IX. using tht, Iocational data Irum SI'(WEl',
marked tilt, local ion of vach w.ttt,t' r.a III plt, stilt lull with .I pinpoint .Ind the cor-
rer • pund ing STOKET idenl I l icat tort number and returned t ht, photographs to JIll..
Using these as a guide• , the	 It• sites wt.-re then located on tht, rutt,rt,nce lmaf,u.
frame 5 4 7 3-16542 (August 4), with the aid of .I l,t,ndix 1XItagrid Ulgitizt • r.	 Figttrt,
I l-6 shows the reterence frame with sampl y sites outlined.
Thv mat, . y size of plxt,is to he used tar the spectral analysis was 5 x 5 fur
all but tour of the 49 total sample sites. 	 Sites VI(04, 1.x'08, IX09 and (till were
lucatt,d III
	
ct lake Me_id III 	 the shoreline cont igurat tun nucessitatt,d
that the site boundaries be adjusted to fit within Lice lake's cuntines. 	 Table
11-3 gives the dimensions of tht , pixel nt.ttrices for these tour site's.
Tht . Landsat imagery used by 111. is, in most cases, resampled to product,
pixels measuring approximat. • l y 80 nv•lers by 80 meters. More specifically, the
resampl ing has produced square l.ands:tt p < a.c:ls which represent an earth surface
distance of 79.98 meters per pixel edge. This res::mpled pixel re,trt,sents an
area of 6,396.8 meters-) (68,854.6 l et,t-) ) or 0.6396 hectares 0.5h acres) . There-
fore, the selected 5 x 5 pixel matrix represents 15.99 hectares or 39.54 acres on
the lake's surface.	 Figure 11-7 illustrates both one pixel and the 5 x 5 pixel
matrix in relation to it 	 U.S. one:-mile-square section.
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I'1'ahle II-3.	 Sample sites not conforming to the mtand..rd 5 x 5 matrix size
Sample site	 Kat t ix size
V R04
	
5 x 2
LVO8	 x 2
LVU9
	
I x S
IClll
	
' ►
 x
the original intet ► t of the protect was to classify Lake Mead solely using
supervised classit icat ion rout Ines which; were developed for the previous lake
tasks (Refs. 11 - 1,3,4).	 (hie limitation of this approach is that these programs
depend heavily udon statistics gathered from sample sites. K-ml times sampling
data for a lake are either out of date, simply too expensive to gather or not
availahlc • . Phis necessitated the development of unsupervised routines which did
1.0— 330' --♦-i
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not rely on training sites. Wring the course of the project, the IP1. h.d become
increasingl y involved in the development of unsupervised clustering routines. An
unsupervi-.e•d program, 11STATS, was applied to the August 4 scene 5473-16542. 'rite
results trom the unsupervised routine were encouraging for this particular image,
in terms of it comparison with the sample site measurements provided by EPA/l,V.
The unsupervised program had attractive benefits which enhanced its continued use
by the project, hor example, the routine did not require the somewhat timely
gathering of MSS statistics and ranking of classes associated with the supervised
routines used previously. A test of the supervised classification routine yielded
classification maps which indicated confusion in class discrimination as indi-
cated in Fig. 11-8.	 it was felt that if the unsupervised classifier could prove
to be as accurate as or more accurate than the supervised techniques, more em-
phasis would be placed upon its development and application to the Lake Mead
study.
7.	 tit. List ic y ► 1 Gathering from Sample Sites
.\I t hough interest in unsupervised classification  increased, it was decided
to continue with procedures developed III 	 ter projects until the unsupervised
,echnique could he refined and further investtgated. To this end, sample sites
which had been located and ident.ifIvd on the reference image were then located on
ail ,>t the registered images through the application of the interactive program
STA I'S -1 .
Follow-on supervised multispectral classification programs developed rind
used previousl y at 11 1 1, required the creation of MSS statistical data sets. 'rile
data sets contained pixel values for each "training" (or sample) site to be used
in an MSS classif icat ion routine. The introduction of an interactive image
processing system at 11 1 1, enabled programmers associated with this project to
develop it 	 routine for accurately locating training sites, computing the
associated statistics and storing the information in it usable form. The program,
STATS2, detailed III 	 I-C, enabled the user to display a subject image of
variable size: on it video screen. The image was input in MSS format. (interleaveu,
and contained up to four spectral channels. The image Mould be displayed in any
one. of the input channels and was viewed through a movable "window" of 512 lines
by 640 elements. The program also offered a magnification option which enabled
the user to accurately locate it 	 area and vary its size: to remain within
the boundaries of the subject area, such as a lake shoreline. The user could
select training sites by either keying in predetermined coordinates or by locating
a site visually and defining it thro ►► gh manipulation of a trackball controlled
cursor.
Coordinates for this project were keyed in for the preregistered Uindsat
images and assigned a 5 x 5 matrix pixel density. The matrix size was char •,ed
from 5 x 5 only if the sample site overlapped the lake boundaries, as in t e case
of sites looted in a few narrow areas. After a site was located and drawn, a
command would be given to the program to display the statistical information for
the site. Statistics were returned for all input channels in the form of x and
sigma and the size of the pixel matrix was also displayed. A unique name was
assigned by the user Lu the site at the time it was saved, which served as iden-
tification III 	 reference. The NES STORET number was used to identify bake
Mead water sample sues. once it 	 was saved, the user returned to the proces-
sor to continue with the selection of the next site.
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Figure II-8. A supervised classification image of Lake Mead using a Principal
component transformation of 10 trophic indicatcrs as a basis to
effect classification
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Although eventual IV the sample site statistics were not heavily relied upon
for classif ication, tilt , stat 1st ics did provide it most important factor in the
discovery and resolution of data ifiscrepanctes which plagued tilt- project.
S.	 Data Discrepanc ies:
As the MSS statistical data sets were being created b y STATS2, comparisons
weremade with day-to-da y spectral signatures to check the reliability of the MS;
data. When spectral signatures from ,ample sites ill 	 June• 11 frame 5419-16584
were compared with signatures from tilt- following days coverage (5420-111142), tilt-
presence of serious inconsistencies became obvious, as illustrated tit 	 3.
As the operat ton of STATS. font inued till subsequent i nut ges, Ittrt lit , r comparisons
were made alltl tilt- I,tobIvin W.4s Iotlild to by t iccllrl itlg tit some dt'grev ill a I I consecu-
tive da y coverage. In the caste of it comparison het ween signature:. t i ll August 22
frame 5491-165:5 and August 23 frame 54 y2-1h58 1,tilt, d iscrepallcy rallged up to
111 DN. as seers ill 	 I1-4.
several possiblt- cituses for tilt • i tit , ollsis:tt'ncies were coils idered alid rejected.
Examination of tilt- EVA water qual itv measurvnlent s, for conf 1 ict ing sample sites on
consecutive da y s. did not support it theory that the water quality had clanged
ellough to ser iollsl v at t ec t the MSS spec t ra l resi,onst' . 	 At mospht'r it' 1 hanges were
also considered.	 The of sects of clouds atld atmospheric hall' t i ll tilt- spectral
response of I.Indsat sensors has been documented (lief s. 11-1.8). 	 However. it
comparison  of inl. ► ges which collta ined cloud cover With c loud l ess scenes did not
erlt irely support the atnios:pheric disturbam'v thvorv.
	
Further, as suggested by
Evvrett. l.eollhart and lc'plev in their invest igat it'll (het. 11-1), :h( , remott'nvss
Of tilt ,
 1. ► ke Mead area serves to min intir.e the probability of .It mospher is dis-
turbances related at least to luuuarl act ivit ies. 	 This Was precisely it
reason for selecting the area. both tit
	 study and ill 	 project.	 Hail the
data liven ac;uired b y both l.Indsat - I atttl l.lndsat	 it theor y regarding I. 	 possible
dillt'rl'llce betweell the spectral respollst' of the two spacecraft sensors Wotlld have
beell itivest igated.	 Howe\'t'r. all collsek - lit iVe d.l y coverage was provided by the 14%
over lap ill scan paths 1 rom 1.Indsat	 .
Having virtuall y ruled out all suggested considerations. it was concluded
that 1) t ht' d itierepanC it"ti Could have been caused by variations ill the sensor
response which were trot detected and theretore trot corrected ill the ground cali-
bration procedure of tll.it :) atmospheric clu ► nges had occurred which were unknown
.Ind undetectable.
9.	 hesolut ton oI Data Oisc repaac it-,
kegardless ill the catlse, the diserepaticies had to he corrected su
project could continue. Ill 	 it solution to the problem, two cur
were of primary concern: I) the proposed correction should nut degradt
till.il itv. 2) dile to time 4'0tls:idV1.1t i011N ,ltd cost constraints, lilt' currt'i
to lie efficient and sinll • le enough nt''. to require large amounts of compt
processing time.
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Table 11-4. Examples of discrepancies
Date,	 1976 Site Band channel DN
.June	 11 OA02 4 4 5. 1
.little	 12 OA02 4 40.1
June 29 BB05 4 50.2
June 30 BB05 4 44.9
.June
	 29 OA02 4 57.8
,tune	 30 OA02 4 53.7
August 22 BB05 4 46.7
August
	 23 BB05 4 36.6
Three ideas were proposed and judged oil 	 basis of these two concerns.
The first suggestion, to attempt to recalibrate the data using the calibration
wedge which is provided with the Iandsat imagery, did not sati , 'y criterion 111.
Previous attempts to use the calibration wedge at IN. for similar purposes had
proven IneIIc:ctive. The calibration wedge provided with the Iandsat CCT's con-
tairts only ,ix sample points, of which two are typically saturated. The remain-
ing four points do not. provide enough information to properl y recalibrate the
d.nta.	 It was felt that further data quality degradation was highly probable with
this mot hod.
The generation of an atmospheric model, wni.h could account for some of the
error, was also considered. Work has been performed in this area by other in-
st itut ions with it 	 of success (Itet. 11-9). 	 However, it was f(eit that this
approach did not satisfy the time constraints of criterion  112. The procedure
would have to he applied tt 20 separate Iandsat scenes. The computer processing
time would have heen costl y in both hours and money.
The third alternative was to devise it normalization procedure whl,h could
operate on the MSS (interleaved) data in its present form, correcting all four
spectral hinds in a single operation. This hopefully would satisfy the time
constraints.
	 It was thought that b y selecting it 	 it 	 from one Iandsat
scone which was of relatively ► unchanging spectral response, it could he used to
essentially normalize or cont-lrm the identical area In the remaining landsat
images. Similarly, all pixels comprising each Iandsat trame would then he
normalized, based u t,on the differences between the standard frame's control area
and the s.unc area in the subsequent frames. By constraining the spectral signa-
tures to be con ,-t.unt in the control area, it was believed that a correction would
he made for both the sensing system and any atmospheric effects simultaneously.
Initial tests indicated that this procedure should be selected due to the ease of
implementation and the results it could produce.
Hie control area, as seen in Fig. 1 1 -9, was selected in the Virgin Basin area
of lake Mvad. A comparison of several test sites ranging throughout the lake indi-
cated the Virgin Basin's spectral response to he the most stable in all the Iandsat
SCV11Cs.	 fhe spectral signature for the Virgin Basin Control area was calculated
42	
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Figure II-9. A false color image of Lake Mead showing the upproximate location in
the Virgin basin where MSS data for 13 days were ccapsred
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for each of the Landsat scenes. The August 4 image 5473-16542 was selected as the
standard control area to which all other scenes would be normalized. The August 4
scene was cloud-free and did not exhibit any haze. The DN differences between the
standard control area and a given frame were then added to or subtracted from each
picture element in the given frame. This procedure proved to be effective, inex-
pensive and easily implemented into the project plan.
The effect of the normali z ation procedure performed on the Lake Mead scenes
was analyzed in two ways: 1) the statistical effect on the data was analyzed, and
2) the effect on classification perfotmance was examined.
In the first case, the standard deviation of selected sample sites from all
the scenes was computed for each spectral channel using STATS2. The standar'l
deviations dropped significantly after the normalization was performed. As an
example, the standard deviation for the Overton Arm sample site (OA02) dropped
from 9.8 to 1.7 in band 4. Line plots (Fig. II-10) of the sample site DN's vs.
scene (date) illustrate the effect the normalization had on stabilizing DN
variation from scene to scene. Figure 11-10 depicts line plots comparing landsat
data before and after normalization was applied.
To test the effect on classification performance, an unsupervised classifica-
tion was performed on both .tune 11 (5419-16584) and June 12 (5420-17042) scenes.
Using an unsupervised routine, clustering of th-, water signatures was performed
on Lite .June 12 frame before normalization was applied. The statistics for these
clusters were applied to both the June 11 and the June 12 data. The same pro-
cedure was then followed for the normalized output of the same frames. 'rile
results indicated that the normalization had caused the June 11. scene to classify
more closely to the .tune 12 scene, as shown in Table 11-5.
10. Final Data p reparation for Classification
The data discrepancies having; been resolved, the project moved into the final
phase of data preparation prior to classification. At this point, each image sub-
scene contained spectral information for the water surface area of Lake Mead as
well as the surrounding land features. Since only the water data was of interest,
Lite land surface area information was "removed" from the image before classifica-
tion. This allowed the clustering routine to operate most efficiently, by avoiding
confusion and unnecessary computer time fit
	 discrimination. The resources
of the LAKELOC program were used to isolate Lake Mead from the surrounding land
mass. Fihnre 11-11 depicts a Lake Mead subscene fit 	 final binary mask form as
output from LAKELOC.
11. lake Mead Classification Summary
The thematic maps illustrated fit
	 section were all derived from the appli-
cation of USTATS. USTATS is an unsupervised routine which accumulates statistical
information about a scene using local clustering. Results from unsupervised
classifications using USTATS were more satisfactory titan those obtained from super-
vised techniques used in the past. The algorithm implemented in USTATS was orig-
inally developed at Pennsylvania State University under the name CLUS, and has
undergone extensive modification to run in the VICAR system. After USTATS 1 ►as
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Tables 11-5. Elfectc. of nurnalizatlun on clan viIicatiun per for
Percentage distribution by clans
Class	 .rune 11
	
June
No.	 ,tune 12
	
(original)
	
(Normal
1.	 65.2
	
16.2
	
55.
2
	
16.7
	
3i.3
	
16.
3
	
1.5
	
14.0
	
S.
4
	
7.5
	
4.8*
	
0.
5
	
6.9
	
17.6
	
10.
6
	
1.1
	
3.3
	
2.
7
	
1.1
	
0.5
	
3.
*Classification affected by clouds.
completed the cluster process, it passes statistics to the VICAR program BAYES, a
Bayesian maximum 'Likelihood class itier. Bayes performs the actual classification
using a non-Euclidean distance fun. • tion to decide which cluster signature is most
similar to that of a given pixel.
	
Figures 11-12, 11, 14, and 15 are thematic
phutomaps of landsat scenes for August 4, ,August 5, July 9 and September 27 re-
spectively. These four scenes are the onl y ones which have supporting ground
truth measurements which can be used to compare classification r.curacy.
Visual examination of these reaps indicated they provide limnologtats with an
excellent synoptic view of Lake Mead. In addition, the areal extent of river plumes,
as seen in the Overton Ann and Pearce Furry areas, was successfully mapped. Epec-
tral classes were correlated most effectively with Secchi depth measurements, one
percent light level and nephelometric turbidity. These indicators were expected to
correlate well due to their dirt • ct correspondence with visual phenomena prCduced by
turbidity and thus affect the spectral response. Chlorophyll content w:As also fairly
successfully correlated with spectral classes. Complete anal y sis of the classifi-
cation results is presented within the following section.
Two deficiencies evidenced by previous lake classification projects, conducted
by the- 11 1 1., were encountered again by this project. Visual correlations between
spectral classes with total phosphorous and total organic nitrogen measurements were
difficult to construct. The sixth-line banding problem which has plagued landsat
data, and the data users, continued to degrade the resulting classification pro-
ducts, despite attempts to minimize its effect.
47
Op
Figure II-11.	 A hinary mask of Iaki . Mead
Despite t hvSk . det is ienc Les, I,tndsat demonstraLed great pot t-nt is I for use in
the monitoring; of changes in I.tkv Mead. This is evidenced by all of
i.thlc 11-t,, which corrviated the results tram the unsupervised c.assiticattoll of
tour landsat scenes with corresponding; water qualit y measurements made t.om sur-
face samples on the saint . i.tndsat f lvover dates.
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11. Analysis of Classification Results
Reterence 1.4 made in the following text to limtu ► logical measurements and
conditions which may be unfamiliar. Briefly, the productivity of all
such as a lake, connotes a quality whereby living substance is manufactured through
interactions of community and environment (Ref. 11-6). The productivity or
fertility _f a lake depends on nutrients received from regional drai ► .age, oil
ge.)logic,.l age, and oil 	 depth of the water body (Ret. 11-10).	 Tu • bidity is
Lite degree of opaqueness produced by suspended particulate matter (Ref. 11-6).
Secchi Disc transparency (SDT), one percent light Ievel (1X level), nephelometric
turbidity (NT) and chlorophyll-a (CHLA; are mea stir ement ►: which are indicators of
productivity and turbidity.
The statistics, illustrated in Table 11-0, were derived from the correlation
of the thematic mtps with contact-sensed data in the following manner. An image
polygon output trom S'TATS2, containing the 5 x 5 pixel sample site matrices, was
overlayed oil 	 them:it is map. Eat• h sample site ,matrix was then examined for
its homogeneity as evidenced by Lite color or c •ilors represented within it. Sites
located within highly heterogeneous matrices were dropped from the analysis. Al-
though it is recognized that a pixel measures b0 x 80 meters as processed by the
II 1 1. and that a sampling site is readily contained within a pixel, a degree of
uncertaint y
 exists as to which pixel within the ►tuttrix is the one containing the
sampling point. Thus it was decided to drop all highly heterogeneous sites. All
remaining; sites which were identified as falling within a particular color-coded
spectral class were then pooled and descriptive statistics generated for ear it
ground truth parameter illustrated. The mean measurement is listed first, followed
by the range of ground truth measurements for that class. The last statistic, N,
equals the number of sampling sites used to calculate the mean. The statistics
generated were than used to characterize the spec:tal class in terms of water
quality.
Spectral classes from the thematic maps can be pooled into three general
categories. The first category, PRODUCTIVITY, is represented fit
	 thematic maps
by dark blue, light blue and green. Areas color-coded dark blue can be described
is uligotrophic, as evidenced by the SDT, low CHLA and deep IZ Lev. meas ► ,iements.
e light-blue-coded class call
	 considered to be a borderline betwet•n oligo-
trophic and mesotrophic, based upon supportive contact-sensed measurements. The
third productivity-related class does not appear in all thematic maps. It is a
relatively small class with little supportive ground truth. However, based upon
SDT and 1% Lev. measurements and the geographic locations of the class, it appears
to be more productive than either the dark blue or light blue class.
The second category has been designated MIXED EFFECTS and is represented by
a gray class occurring in some thematic maps and a black class appearing in all
the images.	 It is suspected tlutt Lite gray class does not relate to water quality
but is evidence of residual sixth-line ba rn'ing which was not successfully removed.
The black coded class has no correspondir t, water quality measurements. However,
an ez •imination of Lite lake in terms of where the black pixels occur, coupled with
a knowledge of tile lake, strongly suggests that the class consists of the inter-
mingled effects of nearshore areas. These areas typically exhibit effects caused
by visible lake bottom, submerged plant cover and shadows.
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NThe color coded areas of yellow, brown and orange represent the third cate-
gory, TURBIDITY. The yellow coded areas are characterized by a lowering SDI' and
increased NT. The brown coded areas can be readily identified as river water
which has entered the lake and is still in the process of dropping its suspended
sediments. The most turbid class of water found in Lake Mead is represented in
the orange coded areas. These areas consist of the heavily sediment laden
plume of the Colorado River where it enters Pierce Basin and a small portion of
the Muddy River branch of the Overton Arm. 'These areas signal the influx of a
substantial quantity of inorganic materials into the lake which effectively reduce
the zone in which photos ynthesis occurs, thereby limiting productivity.	
A
B.	 THE LAKE IA110E STUDY
In order to investigate the possibilities of a comprehensive data base sys-
tem which took into acc)unt the contributing factors as well as the effects of
lake eutrophication, the IPL chose to construct an IBIS data base for the Lake
Tahoe Basin. Due to increasing -nvironmental pressures and rampant land develop-
ment, this region has been the subject of intensive study by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA). In 1977 TRPA made
available a volume entitled, Waterl^uali^ Problems and Management Program, which
detailed present knowledge of the lake Tahoe Basin Watershed. Using data compiled
in this volume as a source, analysts at IPL proceeded to integrate these data
with Landsat and digital 1_ rain data produced by the Defense Mapping Agency
(DMA). The IBIS data base method allowed cross correlation of landsat imagery
and topographic data with USDA environmental data relating to such parameters
as drainage basin acreage, surface runoff and terrain configuration. Data base
construction led to the production of integrated images created by "overlaying"
conventional maps and digital maps on Iandsat. Preliminary work was also per-
formed which attempted to depict the terrain configuration for each drainage
basin based on DMA topographic data.
The lake Tahoe Basin
The 'Tahoe Basin occupies over 500 square miles (1295 km 2 ) situated in a
graben straddling the boundary between California and Nevada. Figure II-16 re-
produces a map of the Lake Tahoe Basin and its environs. Lake Tahoe contains 126
million acre feet (155.4 km 3 ) of water in a 190-square-mile (492.1 km 2 ) surface
area receiving inflow from 63 tributaries with only one outlet at the Truckee
River. The Tahoe Basin has traditionally attracted recreational activity due
to its clear deep water and pine-forested shorelands coupled with its proximity
to major metropolitan areas in northern California. Since the 1950's the basin
has experienced escalating demands for land development at the expense of the
natural watershed. Discharge of sediments to the lake has greatly increased due
to accelerated human interference, and alterations to the natural drainage patterns
are evident in some areas. According to the Water (duality Plan published by the
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, although most development has occurred in areas of
mixed-pine and pine-fir vegetation types, the greatest impact of urbanization upon
vegetation and hence the watershed environment has occurred on several marshes
and meadows within the Basin.
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0Figure 11-16. Map stowing the geographic locati<-n of lake Tahoe
The problems which the Like Tahoe basin is presently confronting are certain-
ly not unique to this area. the consequences of man's alteration of the natural
environment are symptomatic of the pressures which can be brought to bear by
the activities of an increasingly mobile populace seeking new recreation and
living space.
2.	 Construction of the Lake Tahoe Basin Data Base
a.	 Landsat Data. IPL chose to construct the Lake Tahoe Basin data base
from data sources Which were readily available and familiar to its analysts.
Landsat imagery, which has formed the basis for the majority of IPL's water qual-
ity assessment efforts, was chosen as the planimetric base to which all other data
would be registered. A subsection of a Landsat 2 scene from August 27, 1976,
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was extracted and transformed into a Lumbers conformal conic projection to serve
as the planimetric base as depicted in Fig. 11-17. To this scene two other Lnnd-
sat scenes were registered, one from Landsat 2. .July 21, 1978, and one from lAnd-
sat 3, .July 30, 19M. Sumner scenes were chosen to reduce the cliance of snow
cove: interference. Registration was achieved through the aid of a '>iecewise
surface t itting algorithm. The surface transfortnat ion was def ined through a
series of tiepoints selected during the use of an interactive spatial pattern
recognition routine (1 1 ICREG) in which the analyst selected common geographical
teatures (Refs. 11-11, 12). 	 (Details of the H CRF.G program can he found in the
technical application section on lake Mead). Atter all images were registered,
color reconstruction was also performed on each scene using a color enhancement
technique which approximates it gaussian distribution using tile, principal com-
ponents of each l.indsat image separately (Ref. 11-13). This type of enhancement
was designed to attempt even distribution for all regions within an image to
avoid the saturating effects of conventional linear entwncements.
h.	 D(L% 1)ibit_al Topoyraphic_ Da
-
La . 'Terrain data produced by the Defense
Mapping Agenc • v (DMA) was next integrated into the data base. Digital terrain
tapes were acquired for the lake Tahoe region from the Nationa: Cartographic
Information Center. The tapes were prepared from U.S. Geological Survey 1:250,000
scale topographic quadrangle map series. Map contour lines falling within a
l-degree block of latitude and longitude were digitized and a matrix of elevations
generated with one elevation for every t'.01 inch oil the° trap (200 feeti 60.96
i,,vLers on tht- ground). The terrain data mere reformatted for use in 11PL's
VICAR operating system. In retormatting, halfword integer elevation values were
converted to single byte integers and scaled to the terrain variation within the
area (Rcf. . 1 1-14) .
Attcr rc , lorm.ttting, the terrain data sets were rotated 90 degrees counter-
i:lockwise Lo orient the north-to-south values verticali_y in the sample direction,
placing north at the top of the. images. This compensated for data format as
produced by the Nat ional Cartogr.phic Inst itute.	 For the lake Tat ►oe Basin, four
separate terrain quadrangles were required to construct a complete image compris-
ing the Tahoe Basin area. 'Phis necessitated the mosaickIng of the. four quadrangles
ht-lore fin.il registration to the data base.	 Figure II-18 reproduces the four
digital terrain quadrangles required to com tiletely encompass the I.ake 'Tahoe Basin
and the 1 in.11 mosaic image.	 The relief-like Effects portrayed. in the images were
produced b y digitally shading between contour intervals.
Registration of the terrain mosaic with the Landsat planimetric base was
achieved through the application of a resampling algorithm which applied a two-
dimensional correction grid derived from selected control points (Refs. II-11, 12).
l'iepoint selection was achieved interactively (1 1 1CRF.G) relating surface features
through comparison of the Landsat planimetric base image and a relief-like version
of the terrain image.
c.	 t_raphical__Data. Graphical, data for the lake 'Tahoe Basin data base were
acquired from conventional snaps produced for the 'Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service. These maps presented hydro-
logic and climatologic data pertaining to the lake Tahoe Basin. Before integration
into the IBIS data base, graphical data mast be transformed into image fotmat.
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Figure 11-17. False color composite image of lake Tahoe from l.andsat flame 5496-
17202, August 27, 1976.
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Figure 11-18
	 Four digital terrain quadrangles were mosaicked to produce a ter-
rain map which contained L;:e Lake Tahoe Basin
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This was achieved by first digitizing the graphical data onto magnetic tape.
Next, a least squares affine transformation was applied wh i ch created a general
surtace fit. Corresponding line and sample coordinates, in terms of the Landsat
planimetric base, were calc- ► lated from latitude and longitude • coordinates taken
from the graphical map data for geographical features common to both data sett).
Registration was once again achieved through the interactive (PICREG) selectian
of control points which linked geographical features from the graphical d.'-.d file
and the planimetric data base. In Fig. 1I-19, the transformation of a convention-
al map to a graphical data plane is illustrated. Step A represents the digitizing
procedure in which the drainage basin map is converted to graphical image format.
d.	 Georeference Plane_. A georeference image plane which provided an inter-
face between all dataplanes for the lake Tahoe Basin data base was cre.t!ed from
►_he drainage basin map provided by the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency. As seen
in Fig. 1I-19, this map identified the location and outlined the boundaries for
the 63 drainage basins identified as providing watershed inflow to Lake Tahoe.
The map was digitized and subsequently registered to the planimetric base. Each
separate drainage basin was then assigned a unique data number for all picture
elements comprising that basin. Step B, in Fig. II-19, represents the process of
encoding each drainage basin, a procedure known as "painting." The final product,
the georeference plane, is reprodUL:d ;it the right in Fig. 11-19. All tabular
data corresponding to the drainage basins were then cantered into the data base by
referencing the unique number assigned to each basin. The georeference plane is
an integral element within Lite data base, for it is through this plane that all
tabular and most image data are interfaced. Figure II-20 is a conceptualization
of the georeference plane for the Tahoe region. The magnified portion of the
figure indicates the coded picture elements which comprise each basin. In this
figure a most basic application is illustrated, in which the picture elements for
each basin are summed and transferred to an interface file in which the sums are
stored according to basin code number. This interface file can be accessed at a
later date to produce statistical output such as acreage estimates for each
drainage basin.
Figure 11-21 illustrates the Lake Tahoe Basin data base as completed, forming
a series of registered data planes. once all data planes are in registration and
at least one georeference plane is registered, the data base can be used to develop
additional products through manipulation and integration of the planes.
3.	 Application of the IBIS Concept to the lake Tahoe Basin
a.	 lnte&rated Ima,&es. Manipulation and integration of data planes compris-
ing the data base is achieved through the implementation of VICAR and IBIS programs
developed aL IPL. Stane.ard products output from IBIS integration consist of over-
lay images. Figure II-22 reproduces a precipitation map produced by the Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency. Using IBIS resources, this map was electronically digi-
tized and registered to the planimetric base image. By adding the digitized ►r.ap
Lo the color version of the Landsat scene for August 27, 1976, an integrated image
is created. As seen in Fig. II-23, this type of product can represen t more clearly
the relationship between mean precipitation and the Tahoe environment as depicted
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Figure 11 - 20. Conceptual drawing ut the georeference plane and tabular interface
f ile
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Figure 11-21. A conceptual diagram illustrating the development of the lake Tahoe
data base from digital terrain data, conventional data and l.andsat
imagery
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Figure II-23.	 Image shoving the registration of precipitation data from
a conventional map with landsat imagery.
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by Landsat. In future applications the mean innual precipitation isohyets could be
converted to a continuous surface image. This process is similar to the conversion
of USCS topographic maps to terrain relief images as depicted previously in Fig.
I1-19. The precipitation surface image could then be cross-tabulated with indi-
vidual drainage basins, using the, georeference plane., to produce estimates of
runoff coefficients.
Similarily, another integrated image was produced by combining di.gical ter-
rain data with Landsat imagery. Tile Defense Mapping Agen:y (DMA) mosaic was
transformed to display 600-ft. contour intervals as illustrated in Fig. 11-24.
The digital terrain image was then integrated with the August 27, 1976, Landsat
scene to produce the image shown in Fig. II-25. Integrated imagery of this type
can be used to facilitate interpretation of terrain elevation in terms of a land-
sat scene. DMA data were also used to calculate estimates of azimuth and slop_
for each drainage basin. Details of this procedure are described in the
following section.
The georeference plane was integrated with each Landsat scene to depict the
boundaries of each drainage basin mapped by the TRPA. Figure II-26 shows each of
three LandsaL scenes contained In the data base as it appears integrated with the
drainage basin map. While imagery of this type is useful for cursory interpreta-
tion and display purposes, the ability to extract additional information from
data plane manipulation is the key to the application of the IBIS concept.
b.	 DaL a_P lan_e_Manipulation . Manipulation of the georeference plane, in
this case the drainage basin map, provides the opportunity for the analyst to
more closely examine the unique characteristic] of each drainage basin as revealed
by the Landsat sensors. By referencing each uniquely coded drainage basin in the
georeference plane separately, the analyst can extract and display any or all
basins as individual images. This application is illustrated in Fig. 11-27, in
which the georeference plane was used to extract the Trout Creek Basin and the
Upper Truckee Basin, which are displayed in color as separate images. If a Intl It
 classification is performed on the data, information can be similarly
reproduced in a basin-by-basin format. Tabulations of land cover type can then
be expressed for all basins collective'y or each basin individually.
The georeference plane ca:i also be interfaced with tabular files to produce
a statistical output such as LhaL reproduced In Table II-7. 	 In this table, the
area of each uniquely coded drainage basin comprising tale georeference plane was
determined by summing; picture elements and converting the sum to total acres,
producing a Landsat acreage estimate. These data were then cross-referenced to
tabular files which -ontain acreage estimates produced by the TRPA. All estimates
were then ranked and output in the form of a computer listing which provided a
comparison of Landsat vs conventionally acquired acreage estimates.
The inclusion of DMA digital terrain data provided an opportunity to attempt
integration of an important element of ancillary, ground-based information with
remote sensing data. The DMA developed these data by interpolating existing USCS
1:250,000 scale topographic mrps to produce ultrafine mesh digitized latitude,
longitude and elevation contour data. As described earlier, four DMA quadrangles
were digitally mosaicked t) torm a unified, continuous surface elevation image.
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Figure I1-27. Irterfacing the georeference plane with landsat imagery allow-, ar-
cess to each basin separately and the generaL ion of tabular report%
(a) - Trout Creek Basin
(b) - Upper Truckee Basin
This image was then ^. eometrically registered with the Iandsat Imager y to permit
future cross-tabulations of elevation information with ether information datn
planes within the data base.	 In an effort to quantifv :nd process the digital
terrain data, the elevation image was processed with VICAR software to produce a
component representing slope magnitude. To develop this component it watt neces•.ary
to compute the vector crossproduct between the horizontal (east-west) image
elements and the vertical (north-E-)uth) picture elements. This vector product
then provided an estimate of the slope between adjacent east-west and no^rt h-so.iit h
elevation image elements. The outputs of this process were then coded to reflect
slopes between 0° (no slope) and 90° (vertical slope). the angles in degrees were
further coded for image output by resealing 0" to he ec.ual to 0 digital number (DN)
or black and 90° to be equal to 255 DN or white. 	 Figure II-28 illustrate-, an
application of these concepts. 	 First, the slope magnitude was cross-tabulated wltl
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Figure II-28. Using the drainage basin map as the geureference image, the
slope and gradient magnitude for each drainage basin ma." he
displayed and tabular information produced
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the • d -ainage hamin georeterence plane. F:ach slope magnitude image element asreoci-
ated with the individual drainage baains was then e r xtrarted.	 Further cruss-
tabulat ion permitted the computation of a mean slope est imate by leveraging the
slope magnitude image elementh tar each drainage basin.
fable 11-8 reproduces an IBIS table generated tram the digital terrain
imagery which lists azimuth and slope tar each drainage basin. 	 Eventually, it is
hoped to develop it model for dta inage basin terrain haled on digital imagery. At
present, however, dltticulties have been encountered with discrepancies hetween
individual DMA map quadrangles, especially along map edges, which have precluded
the development of accurate models, tither types of digital terrain imagery are 	 10
being invest igated with the hope of integrating more reliable data into the lake
TalltIa H.1"i11 data hitsv.
•fable II -h	 Lake Tahoe drainage basins azimuth (aspect) and
slope magnitude statistical summary report.
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A data base., no matter how easily constructed and manipulated, is only as re-
liable as the elements of which it is made up. Therefore, as new data are acquired
it is essential that these be tested and implemented into the data base to insure
its viability.	 Although existing digital terrain imagery '.uis proved difficult to
adapt, landsat data continues to work well within the data base concept. However,
in terms of water quality, the subject lake and watershed area must be of such
dimensions as to accommodate the resolution of the landsat sensors.
Accurate correlation of changes in lake Tahoe with various data elements con-
taincd within the data base will require study ver several years. It is hoped
that such a system over time can be used to monitor and evaluate causes for
changes which affect the lacustrine environment. This will require the development
of precipitation modelling, surface runoff models and classification of drainage
ba.,in cover types. These el#-ments ^.tu ►;t in CUtn be integrated and evaluated for
accuracy before the system can be considered usable. Such a system is feasible
given the contin ►ed improvement of the remote sensing tools used to construct the
data base and the data integrated into it .
C.	 STUDY of SELECTED LAKES IN MONTANA, UTAH AND MICHIGAN
Pour ..real were chosen fur study as a final demunstratiun of lake classifica-
t ion technology developed at JPL.	 In Montana, Flathead lake, located in the
northwest area of Lite state, and several lakes within the Y.00tenai National Fore.—.
nearby were selected. The Flaming Gorge Reservoir astride the northern border of
Utah and southern Wyoming; wa:, 	 The Illinois State EI'A also expressed
a desire to be included in the final demonstration, agreeing to coordinate sampling
efforts, oil 	 same lakes studied previously (Ref. 1-3), with Iandsat flyover
dates during the summer of 1978. The U.S. Forest Service, Ottawa National Forest,
also expressed an interest in surveying several lakes within their area in the
northern part of Michigan. Therefore, in April and May of 1978 the IPI. attempted
to coordinate ground sampl ing of selected lakes fit 	 areas with the IISF.PA
Western Energy Office in Denver, Colorado (Kootenai National Forest and Flathead
Lake and Flaming Gorge Reservoir), Illinois State EPA in Springfield, Illinois
(selected Illinois lakes) and the U.s. Forest Service, Ottawa National Forest, in
Ironwood, Michigar (selected Michigan lakes). The intent was to once more test
. ► nd refine the techniques for lake isolation and classification which had been
under development since 1974.
I.	 Data Acquisition
One of the most sig ►:if icant problems associated with any study using Landsat
data is with data acquisition. The problem is basically twofold, with each part
independent of the other. landsat scene availability is always dependent upon
favorable weather conditions; clued clover can virtually rule out the use of any
number of landsat scenes. The other problem, assuming; weather conditions to be
fair, is scene availability from the data source, such as Goddard Space Flight
Center or the EROS Data Center. Although the landsat satellites theoretically
make coverage of a particular area available every 9 days, the combination of the
preceding; two factors can easily limit availability to zero scenes.
	
In the case
of the Illinois lakes selected, although the Illinois EPA was interested in cover-
age from June until September 1978, due to weather conditions, the periodic
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Cloud	 Lake(s)
[late, 1978	 cover
	 obscured?
7/29	 10%
	
no
Date of
ground
truth
8/07, 8/08
8/25
shutdown of the landsat sensors and presumably data loss dui ing retrieval and
recording, only two scenes were available over the selected lakes during this
period. Of these scenes, neither was acceptable for processing as both had thin
streams of small cumulus clouds running diavunally across the Images rendering
them essentially useless. Owing to these problems. cooperation with the Illinois
State EPA wa. necessarily Halted.
Scene availability for the other nrear4
 of interest was somewhat better. How-
ever, coordination of ground sampling teams on selected fl yover dates was plagued
by weather, finances and lack of personnel available to sample. Table 11-9 pre-
sents a list of landsat scenes which were acquired for the study areas and indi- 	
10
cates the dates when ground truth sampling was performed on these lakes.
2.	 The Ottawa-Nicolet Purest lakes
The U.S. Forest Service, Ottawa National Forest, had been monitoring the
trophic status of lakes within the boundaries of their Jurisdiction.
	
Interest in
a la ndsat overview of their lakes was expressed in correspondence with USEPA per-
sonnel at the Las Vegas Monitoring laboratory. 'rwo scenes were acquired which
Table 11-9. Landsat scenes acquired and sampling dates
Area Scene	 I.D.
Kootenai Natiui,al 30146-17515
Forest and Flathead
Lake	 (upper section)
Flathead Lake 30146-17521
(lower section)
Flathead Lake 21293-17320
(lower section)
Nicolet National 21292-15432
Forest
Ottawa National 21293-15491
Forest
Flaming; Gorge Reservoir 21288•-17044
Flaming Gorge Reservoir 21287-16590
(upper section)
Flaming Gorge Reservuir 21287-16592
(lower section)
7/29 10% no 8/07
8/08
8/07 10% no 8/07
8/06 10% no 8/04
8/07 30% yes 8/OS
8/02 10% no 8/02
8/01 10% Partially 8/02
8/01 20% Partially 8/02
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covered tl ►e lakes of iii[ frst In the Ottawa and Nicu let, Njtt i0mal Furest areas.
l.indsat 1 scene 2 129 1-154 91  costa ined 30% c loud cuver which u1)scured mo"L of the
lakes selected for study. No further processing was performed on this area.
I.tudsat 2 scene 21292-:5432 contained no cloud cover over the area of in-
ter.• st.	 Processing was limited to color reconstruction of the Nicolet National
Forest area.	 Figure 11-29 depicts the Nicolet National Forest suhsertlon from
1.nidsat scene 21292-;5432. Two oinary masks were created using the program LAKELOC
to separate all the water hodws in this subsection from the surrounding land mass.
Figure I1-30 and I1-il are mask image s, in which the threshold fur distinguishing
water pixels was set at two different levels. As can be seen in these images, the
subject lakes were of such small size that further processing using only Iandsat 	 `
data would be of Iittle use. Six bench mark lakes which the Forest Service had 	 i'
been monitoring were processed through LAKELOC in preparation for classification
and the results sent to USEPA to Las Vegas.	 It was determined that due to the
relatively small sire of these lakes, unsupervised classification would not yield
much useful information. No further processing was performed in this area.
3.	 Flathead take and the Kootenai Nat ional Forest
USEPA personnel from the Western Energy office in Denver, Colorado, were
planning to mon1t or Flathead Lake in northern Montana during the summer of 1978. 
In addition the U.S. Forest Service, Kootenai National Forest, expressed interest
in a l.indsat overview of lakes located within then 'jurisdiction.	 Accordingly
efforts were made to coordinate sampling of these lakes with iand yat flyover
dates. As can he seen in 'fable 11-9, Flathead hike was sampled on August 7 and 8.
The closest Iandsat scenes, covering the entire lake area, available for this t Lne
frame were acquired on .lu1y 29. As F a t head lake fell between Iandsat Scanner
positions it was necessary to acquire two consecutive scenes to reconstruct the
ent Ire lake surtace area. A scene of ttur southern portion of Flathead lake was
also acquired which coincided with the August 7 trampling. However, the August 7
Iandsat scene containing the northern portion of Flathead Like was 1iste' as un-
available at the Goddard Space Fi ight Center. 	 It is unknown ► whether th ► was due
to shutdowt^ of the. scantier or loss; of data during processing by the center.
Sixty-three lakes were identitied by the Forest Service as being of interest
in the Kootenai National Forest region. Ili these, nine were selected to serve as
bench mark lakes for the st.udv by agreement of FPALV and Forest Service personnel.
The bench mark lakes were sampled by Purest Service personnel on August 25. Again
ilia , Iosest Land sat scene available covering these lakes wa, ;he: scene acquired
on July 19. All other scenes were listed as unavailable by the Goddard Space
Flight Canter.
a.	 Proc essitj& Kootenai National Fores t Lakes. Figure II-32 shows a color
reconstruction of the land yat 3 scene: 30146-17515 for July 29, 1978. Flathead
lake appears almost in its entirety in the lower-r fight--hand section of the image.
The Kootena, National Forest area under study lies within the boundaries marked to
the Iett of center within the image. Figure II-33 shows the same area enlarged.
Using LAkELOC, analysts at JPI. located and isolated the 63 lakes of interest.
Figure I1-34 is a binary mask of these lakes positioned exactly as they appear in
the original Iandsat scene. 	 :Pl. Supplied EPAIX with this Image and the statistical
output from the pr. ► gram STATUS for interpretation and comparison with ground
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Figure 1I-29. False color composite showing major
portion of Niculet National Forest.
Frame 21292-15432. August B. 1978.
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Figure 11-32. False color reconstruction of landsat frame
	
30146-17515.	 Flathead lake is seen in the
loser right corner.
sampling measurements. Since ground measurements wore acquired one month after
the landsat flyover, analysis and comparison of these data were limited. Ag.ttn
due to the small size of the study lakes, no classifications were performed.
b.	 The Flathead Lake Study Area.	 Flathead lake is the largest natur,11 11".1
of fresh water to he found west of the Mississippi River. 	 1111• lake is loratf-d lei
the northern portion of a large glacial valley nerir Glacier Nationai Park in
northwestern Montana	 t1athead lake is 56.4 by 25.8 kilometers in '.ts extrem# • c of
length find width, and it has a maximu •n depth of 112 meters.
	 (1) The lake shore-
line is 185 kilometers. more than half of which is composed of rock and Kr:
which extends lakeward to a depth of approximately 30 meters.
	 (2) Appro.i
	 ly
50X of the shoreline is composed of rocky ( tiffs. the steepness of much I ,Iw
drainage area and its close proximity to the inks ,
 greatly limits ► lie amount of
drainage into the lake.
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Figure 11-33. A portion of Landsat frame 30146-17515 showing
the Kootenai R.+tional Forest study area.
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the Kootenai National Fo-est
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The Montana hater. Pollution Control Authority has classified Flathead lake
as an A-open DI lake (Ref. I1-`.5). Thin classification stipulates that the lake's
water may be used for drinking, culinary and food processing purposes suitable for
use after simple disinfection treatment and removal of natural impurities. The
water quality must also be maintained suitable for swlmmtng and recreation.
In terms of a temperature profile, Flathead lake has been classified as a 	 I
cold dimictic lake which exhibits submerged depression individuality. This clas-
sifiLation indicates that "there art- various bays and depressions in the like each
of which may have its own thermocli.ne that differs in position and thickness in
the different depressions, and each depression may have its own individual sea-
sonal history. Furthermore, while much of the lake stratifies thermally, there
are several extensive shallow bays which do not do so" (Ref. II-15).
k . . Processing _kJa_ttiead Lake. As a response to a request by the FPA Western
Energy Office for a demonstration of the capabilities of IPL's lake classification
programs, a scene covering the northern half of Flathead lake was acquired for
trial processing,. Tile scene, 2879-17303, was recorded by Landsat oil 	 19, 1977.
This scene was logged into VICAR format using batch processing techniques which
required approximately 25 minutes of computer run-time. On the following day the
scene was processed through LAKELOC and classified with the programs USTATS and
HAYES using interactive VICAR processing, The steps required 1.1 hours of computer
run-time. The end product was a classification map reproduced in Fig. 1I-35.
Processing of this scene proved to the IPI.'s satisfaction that the lake classifi-
cation programs could be used to produce digital classifications in a timely
manner. however, this accomplishment acknowledged significant conditions which
are listed as follows:
(1) The subject lake should be of such dimensions as to warrant using
digital classification techniques.
(2) Tile time lapse between acquisition of data by Landsat and avail-
ability to the user is such as to preclude: any notion of "real-time"
processing.
(3) Such a classification is subject to interpretation based only on
what can be discerned from the classification map in comparison
with what is generally known abo ►it. the lake's trophic status.
There was no supportive ground truth available for Flathead lake on June 19, 1977.
Therefore this classification map represented an e:. • ellent overview of the lake,
but the theinatic classes represented are subject to interpretation without the
benefit of supportive gro^ind truth.
Efforts were subsequently made to include Flathead lake as a study area in
the final demonstration phase of the Lake Classification projects. EPA personnel
at the Western Energy Office in Denver agreed to provide sample data coin°iding
with Landsat flyover dates. As indicated previously, Landsat data was limited to
1 scene recorded oil 	 7, for which ground truth directly corresponded.
Figure :II-36 shows a map of Fiatlica.d lake with ground sampling sites as marked by
FPA personnel. Two other scenes were also acquired which werti recorded by Landsat
9 d.,ys prior to the ground sampling.
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Figure 11-35. An unsupervised classification map of Flathead Lake. Landsat frame
30146-17515.
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Since Flathead lake lies within two consecutive I.af.dsat scenes, it was neces-
sery to digitally connect two scenes to create one image of the total lake surface
area. Figure 11-37 is a color composite image constructed from the two landsat
scenes of Flathead lake acquired on July 29, 1978. The VICAR program STATS2 was
used to gather multispe--tral statistics for each sampling site to be used in con-
junction with analysis of classification statistics and ground measurements taken
nine days prior to the landsat flyover. Table 11-10 lists the landsat statistics
from STATS2. These products, accompanied by classification sLatistics, were sent
to EPA1.V for analysis. As of this writing these data are still under interpreta-
tion by EPA laboratory personnel.
landsat scene 21293-17320 acquired on August 7, 1978, was also processed.
As mentioned previously this scene contained only the lower Half of the lake due
to the landsat scanner position. Since corresponding ground truth measurements
were available for this scene, it was classified using the unsupervised routine
in USTATS. Three spectral classes: were readily identified using USTATS. These
multispectral statistics for each class were sent to EPAI.V for analysis. These
data remain under study by EPA personnel.
4. The Flaming Gorge Study Area
The Flaming Gorge Reservoir is a long body of water located in Sweetwater
County, Wvoming, to the north and Dogkett County, Utah, as its southern extreme.
Flaming Gorge is approximately 146 kilometers long; with a surface area of 137.67
km2 . The mcan depth of the reservoir is 33.9 meters with a maximum depth of
153.0 maters (Ref. 11-16).
EPA observation conducted at Flaming Gorge Reservoir indicate the following
conclusion~ regarding its trophic condition.
Flaming Gorge Reservoir ranked third in overall trophic quality
among the- 14 Wyoming lakes and reservoirs sampled in 1975 when com-
pared using a Combination of ., tx water quality parameters.
5. Processing Flaming Gorge Reservoir
Coordination of ground truth sampling and landsat flyuver was most success-
ful for the Flaming Gorge Reservoir. Located oil 	 border of Utah and Wyoming
the reservoir is a significant Site to warrant the use of landsat data. 'Three
landsat :scenes were acquired covering Flaming Gorge on August 1 and 2, 1978. The
scenes; were acquired or consecutive days due to the 147 overlap in landsat
scanner paths making available a "second look" oil
	
2.
Two scenes were required to entirely cover the reservoir surface on August 1
due once again to the landsat scanner position. Figure 11-38 reproduces a com-
posite image which was created from the two consecutive scenes acquired on August
1. Cloud cover obscu.• +d a portion of the reservoir surface. It was determined
that the presence of clouds and Cloud shadow would affect the o•l.assif]cation
results. However, the je ,-ision was made to attempt all
	 classification
despite the interference. Figure 1I-39 presents a thematic map produced through
USTA1'S and BPYES for the August 1 composite scene. As can be discerned, there
was Ccnsiderable confusion in class discrimtoation, which caused classes to
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Figure 1I-31. A color composite image of Flathead lake
using two landnat scenes (30146-17515
and 3014.-17521).
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COLOR PHOTOGRAPH
Mean DN Sigma
Matrix size Creen Red IR1 IR2 Creen Red IR1
5 x 5 29.3 13.3 5.2 3.4 2.1 1.8 1.1
5 x	 5 24.1 10.13 5.7 3.0 1.6 1.5 1.3
5 x 5 13.8 12.1 6.8 5.8 1.4 2.3 0.9
5 x 5 25.8 14.4 7.5 6.1 1.E 1.5 1.3
5 x 5 23.0 10.3 5.0 2.3 1.3 1.0 1.8
5 x 5 28.3 13.1 6.6 4.7 2.6 1.1 1.2
Training site
MLN
M1.
Y ii
B Ali
MLS
P ii
IR2
2.0
1.7
f.1
0"
2.0
1.6
1.2
Table I1-10.	 I.andsat MSS statistics from training sites on Flathead lake mo-
saic (frames 30146-11515 and 30146-17521).
become fragmented or speckled. This was probably due to atmospheric interference
from shadows cast by clouds. The effects are most pronounced in areas of cloud
.oncentration.
More reliable res,11rs were obtained when scene 21288-17044, acquired on
August 2, was processed. As shown in rig. II-40, this scene was not affected by
cloud cover. A, a result the multispectral classification for this scene, re-
produced in Fig. 11-41, does not exhibit the same confusion in classes. Class
color distribution is fairly uniform throughout the reservoir. Corresponding
ground truth measurements were available for this scene: frum EPA's Western Energy
Office.	 In addition, the locations for sampie sites indicated by EPA personnel
were identified. Multispectral statistics for each sample site were also
acquired using ST'ATS2. These stafstics are reproduced in Table II-11. This in-
formation was sent to EPALV for commertt and analysis. As of this writing it
remains under EPA study.
The products presented in this section are examples of the results of digital
image processing techniques which can be performed on water quality data supplied
by landsat. No attempt has been made to analyze the accuracy of the multispectral
classifications without expert input from EPA laboratory personnel. Until EPA
analysis is complete no significant conclusions can be drawn regarding the pro-
cessing performed during this stud`.
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Figure 11-38. A color composite image of Flaming Gorge
Reservoir developed by mosaicking two landsat
scenes together 121:'87-16590 and 21287-1655?),
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Figure 11-40. A color composite image of Flaming Gorge
Reservoir, landsat scene 21288-17044,
August 2, 1918.
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August 2, 1978.
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TMOIr 11-11.	 Lalldtsalt MSS btat ilot icm t rom training sit u+ on Flaming Gorge Re-Nar-
voir (Framr .11288-17044)
Mean IN Sigma 
Training site Matrix mizv Green Red
site- 1 2 x 2 39.2 37.2 13.5 3.0 8 .8 8 0
Situ 2 4 x 4 31 .0 25.1 111.1 3.0 1 ► 1.2 1.8
.;It,A 3 1 x 4 45.11 40.0 15.0 5.() I.H 1.2 1 .2 0
Sitv 4 4 x 4 25.3 20.5 8.4 2.0 1.1 1.1 1.(, 0
s i t e 5 4 x 4 26.2 21.1 8.h 2.() 1.0 .8 1.8 0
S I t. t. () 5 x 5 21.0 15.6 5.8 1.0 .9 1.2 1.2 0
site 7 5 x 5 20.6 15.9 6.`i') I	 . () 1.3 1.2 .8 0
Site 8 5 x 5 22.2 1 6.4 7.0 :.O() . 1) .8 1	 . 1) 0
Site 9 5 x 5 19.8 13.3 4.3 1.0 .9 1.0 61.0 0
:p it y 10 5 x 5 22.3 15.3 M 2.0 .8 .8
Site 11 3 x 5 21.0 14.6 16.2 1.0 .9 .9 1.7 0
Site 12 5 x 5
Site 13 5 x 5 21.7 14.4 6.9 1.7 1.4 s.3 5.7 4.9
Site 14 5 x 5 22.5 14.4 4.8 2.0 1.3 11.2 1.4 1.0
Site 1 5 5 x 5 2).9 14.3 7.1 2.1 1.22.1. 5.7 6.1
Sitt 5 x 5 21.7 14.5 5.3 1.0 .8 1.2 1.2 0
0
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